Induction and isolation of mutants in fungi at low mutagen doses.
Since the yield of mutants per surviving cell increases in general with increasing dose of mutagen, it has often been concluded in the literature that it is the most efficient to apply high mutagen doses so that most spores are killed. As high doses of mutagen produce chromosome rearrangements and unnoticed mutations which disturb the genetic background, the relationship between mutant frequency and survival was analyzed with Aspergillus nidulans as a model. It is shown that for different types of mutants the highest mutant yield is obtained at low mutagen doses (20-50% survival). Mutant frequency increases with increasing dose of mutagen but levels off and even decreases at higher dosages. There is no simple linear relationship between mutant frequency and the logarithm of the mutagen dose or the logarithm of the surviving fraction. If appropriate enrichment procedures are also available auxotrophic mutants can best be isolated at low doses of mutagen. Taking into account the disturbance of the genetic background, mutation induction should be done preferentially at a survival level of at least 70%.